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Combating bullying

SONG AND DANCE: Sophiya Haque as Senkara in
House of Anubis; (left) in a scene from Wah Wah
Girls; (below left) with one of her co-stars from
the play; and (far left) with EE’s Aaliyah Gohir
movies, but like going to the cinema. I don’t agree
with people who just rent DVDs – I feel most films
are meant to be seen on the big screen. I dance, do
yoga, ballet classes and have just started doing tap
classes again. That is really good fun. I also like
making clothes, but haven’t done that in a while.
Are you ever scared in front of the camera and
how do you deal with it?
You do get scared in front of the camera for so
many reasons: firstly, in the beginning, you are
working with a load of people you have never met
before (it’s nice when you get to know them). You
only have a few days to get it right. I felt comfortable doing House Of Anubis, but there have been
other jobs like Coronation Street where I was so
scared – it was an established show, I am not from
the north and was doing an accent. It can be hard
sometimes, but you overcome the fear by thinking
of the character and being as prepared as you can
be by doing things like knowing your lines.
Which kind of films do you like to act in?
Good ones. I like all kinds of films. I suppose every
actor’s dream is to work with their favourite director or co-star. I can’t choose which kind of film.
Comedy is very difficult, and you don’t know if it
will be funny or not. Even if you think its funny in
the script, it may come off as really bad. I have
danced in Bollywood films – that is hugely fun. I
would like to do more of those.

so I would say right now, its Wah
Wah Girls. It’s a brilliant role for
me and I am doing everything.
It’s funny, tragic and I pour my
heart out on stage. I laugh, dance
and sing. This character has
been amazing for me, but it’s
killing my back (laughs).
What is your favourite type
of dance?
Ballet and tap.
Is there something that
you want to do but
haven’t done yet?
(Thinks) Well, yes, it
is doing that perfect
film and working
with an amazing
director or someone who works
really well with
me. I haven’t
done that yet.
A good film

Tell us about your latest play Wah Wah Girls
Girls?
The play is set in the east end of London. I play a
character who owns a dancing club and she trains
her students to do this old school, Indian classical
dance called kathak. There is a lot of dancing, I sing
two big songs in the end and it has a big story. It is
a little bit like a Bollywood film because it goes into
the past.
What advice would you give to a kid if they want
to be an actor?
Definitely get some training. That will help you
adapt to different situations, especially if you are a
dancer or a singer. Having said that, sometimes
actors are better when they are not trained. Have
some kind of discipline, be aware of what kind of
techniques there are and watch loads of plays or
movies. You figure out what you like when you watch
it and figure out what people are doing wrong as
well. You can teach yourself things from watching.
Which is your favourite acting project?
(Thinks) It is usually the latest thing you have done,

that I look fabulous in. (Laughs)
Something I can look at when I
am 90 and go, wow.
Do you have a role model, someone you look up to?
I haven’t been asked that question for so long,
Aaliyah. Maybe the older you get you are asked that

question less,
so I can go back
and tell you that I used
to love Audrey Hepburn,
an old movie star from the
1950s – it wasn’t so much what she
did on film, but how she lived her life.
She was a humanitarian and devoted her
life to people who needed help. I think
she is a lot of peoples’ role model, she
was so graceful. My last ballet teacher,
who is no longer with us, I looked up to
her. There are so many things you take
from different people.

WHEN I was younger, even though I was often the only Asian girl in my year, I was lucky
enough not to experience any major bullying or racism.
But as we get older, bullying in the
workplace, among your circle of friends
or just in your daily life happens a lot
and you may not even realise it. Of
late, online bullying has become rife
and a major source of unpleasantness for many people.
I regularly get silly comments on
my blog and they are normally
from men who think I am man
bashing. I take these as entertainment and as proof of the fact
that not everyone will agree with
what I say. If you don’t like my
blog, don’t read it, simples!
However, I was recently the
victim of cyber bullying on a
social networking website and
even though the comments
weren’t said to me, they were
clearly directed at me, and I
was personally named. But I
didn’t react to it and went on
with my day-to-day life as
normal even though it was
rather hurtful and upsetting.
Speaking to other people, it
transpired that I wasn’t the only
person who has fallen victim to
these online bullies.
Those who bully are jealous, bitter
and people who are so inadequate in
their own lives that they have to resort to
picking on people they haven’t ever
met and who have done nothing
to hurt them, to make themselves feel better. Bullies are
best ignored; they will find
something new to bitch
about tomorrow.
However, if it
continues and
you do find
yourself the
victim of
continuous cyber
bullying,
there is action
you can take.
Firstly, there is a lot
of information online
relating to laws against
cyber bullying so ensure
that you look this up. If you
need a link, just contact me via
Twitter and I will send you the information; people can be fined or go
to prison. Secondly, speak to the Citizens Advice Bureau who will be
able to tell you how to action anything you would like to pursue.
Whatever the form of bullying you
have encountered, you must remember not to suffer in silence –
speak to someone you can trust,
whether they are friends, family or a
counsellor. Only when you reach out
for help is when you realise you are
not alone and that with people
around you, positive vibes and making bullying into a plan for success,
you will see that these bullies literally have nothing better to do, are just
jealous of you and will not ever
amount to anything in their lives.
I’m going to leave you with a
quote from Julian Clary, who quite
clearly turned bullying from a negative into a positive. He said: “The
bullying was hideous and relentless,
and we turned it round by making
ourselves celebrities.”
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